THE

ROXY HOTEL

TRIBECA

New York City
Meet Me at The Roxy.

Pizza elitists can argue over the best slice in the city until the cabs come home, but to many, it’s always been the iconic triangle on Avenue of the Americas and Church Street. For the action-seekers, attention-getters, rabble-rousers, the Roxy Hotel and its surrounding neighborhood have long been a hub of creativity. Consider that steps away, in 1978, the Mudd Club was the nexus of the city’s underground music and art scene with a gallery curated by Keith Haring. The Talking Heads were performing at Tribeca’s Ocean Club. Then came the era of Keith McNally’s still-open Odeon, catering to the movie and financial people colonizing Soho and Tribeca’s bevy of lofts.

The Tribeca Grand was the first major hotel in an area home to boldface celebrities and a dynamic mix of restaurants, shops, financial institutions and thriving independent film companies. Envisioned by Soho Grand Hotel owner Leonard Stern to be a sister property, Tribeca Grand long thrived.

In 2015, it was time for a second act. The name Roxy Hotel Tribeca was born, a name with its own scintillating New York history. Evoking the spectacular 1920s movie theater and the legendary ’90s dance club, the Roxy is an electric destination for music, film, and art. Guest rooms were renovated and uniforms by Craig Robinson give a wink to the past, yet are modern and uniquely Roxy. And with new venues like Paul’s Cocktail Lounge, The Django jazz club, Jack’s Stir Brew Coffee and Blackstones Hairdressing, the hotel

Located 1.3 blocks north of the Freedom Tower, The Roxy Hotel borders the neighborhoods of Tribeca and Soho. It’s a killer piece of the New York skyline, just a few streets from Phillip Johnson’s brutalist AT&T Building, Frank Gehry’s twisting spire, 8 Spruce Street, and Cass Gilbert’s neo-Gothic Woolworth Building. On one side of the hotel you have the quiet cobblestone streets and village feel of Tribeca, replete with intimate wine bars and renowned restaurants. On the other, you have the sleek lofts of Soho with boutiques and galleries galore. Follow Canal Street to the east and explore the color and culture of Chinatown. Some of the best nightlife in the city is in Lower Manhattan, although you don’t even have to leave the hotel to find a truer statement.
EVERYTHING’S WAITING FOR YOU

There are infinite ways that New York will take you out of your comfort zone – the guest rooms at the Roxy won’t. Featuring a mid-century modern aesthetic with hints of Art Deco and Regency, that meet with Tribeca’s industrial heritage, each of the 201 accommodations exude maximum comfort and ocular enjoyment.

Speaking of rest, imagine yourself in a guest room. Pull back a Pierre Frey Kubus curtain and you’re greeted with intimate neighborhood views. A gilded swag light swings overhead, should you prefer the drapes drawn. Custom, one-of-a-kind furnishings and high-end fixtures will please the artful eye, while unplugging is best accomplished with a shower or bath using Five Wits products, or wrapped up in a custom designed Craig Robinson for Roxy Hotel bathrobe or in a cashmere throw. Come lights out, there are few greater pleasures than the Roxy Hotel’s pillowtop mattresses and Egyptian cotton sheets.

And for plugging in, technology has recently been upgraded to include complimentary WiFi, a Samsung Smart TV and Tivoli with Bluetooth.

Features

- SMEG REFRIGERATOR
- NESPRESSO ESPRESSO MACHINE
- SAMSUNG HD SMART TV
- DELUXE TIVOLI MUSIC SYSTEM WITH BLUETOOTH
- TEAC TURNTABLE WITH MARSHALL SPEAKER AND CURATED VINYL COLLECTION
- CUSTOM BATHROBES BY CRAIG ROBINSON
- FIVE WITS BATH AMENITIES
- COMPLIMENTARY WIFI
- PREMIUM WIFI AVAILABLE
The Studio King rooms are designed in two layouts – both featuring wooden floors, a Nespresso Coffee Machine, a Teac Turntable & Custom Record Collection.
LOFT SUITE

DIMENSIONS

307 sq. ft

The 307-square-foot Loft Suites feature wooden floors, a Nespresso Coffee Machine, a Teac Turntable with Custom Record Collection and a separate sitting area with plenty of space to lounge or work.
The 410-square-foot One Bedroom Suite has a separate living area with hardwood floors, 9-foot ceilings and oversized windows. The suites also have Nespresso espresso machines. With custom sleeper sofas, the One Bedroom Suites can sleep up to four guests.
The 488-square-foot Deluxe One Bedroom Suite features separate living and sleeping areas, 9-foot ceilings and oversized windows. The luxe living area has hardwood floors, plus a built-in slab wood desk. The bedroom is fitted with a sputnik light fixture. The Deluxe One Bedroom Suite also has a Nespresso espresso machine.
The 760-square-foot Deluxe Two Bedroom Suite includes a master bedroom with a king size bed, a living area plus a guest bedroom featuring 2 full size beds. The Deluxe Two Bedroom Suite features 9-foot ceilings and oversized windows. There are hardwood floors throughout, plus a built-in slab wood desk. The master bedroom is fitted with a sputnik light fixture. The Deluxe Two Bedroom Suite also has a Nespresso espresso machine.
The 1,025-square-foot Deluxe Three Bedroom Suite is The Roxy Hotel’s most spacious suite with separate living and 3 sleeping areas, 9-foot ceilings and oversized windows. The Deluxe Three-Bedroom Suite has hardwood floors throughout, plus a built-in slab wood desk. The bedroom has a sputnik light fixture. The Deluxe Three-Bedroom Suite also has a Nespresso espresso machine.
PENTHOUSE 8

DIMENSIONS
2,300 sq. ft
2,550 sq. ft with Guest Bedroom

Penthouse 8 is the ultimate NYC pied-a-terre with 2,300-square-feet of sleeping and living areas, sumptuous marble walls and panoramic views of downtown New York through floor-to-ceiling windows. The best part of all is the private access to an exclusive Rooftop Terrace with custom lounge furniture. The dining room and living room have hardwood floors and furnishings – plus a 60” Plasma TV, TEAC turntable and Marshall speaker – that make Penthouse 8 the ultimate place to entertain. Penthouse 8 may connect to an additional Guest Bedroom.
Large-Hearted Hospitality, Always Lively.

**Priority Bicycles**
See New York with wind in your hair. The Roxy has a fleet of handsome cruisers for use by Priority Bicycles, a Tribeca favorite. Pedal up the Hudson River waterfront, or across the Brooklyn Bridge – the views are unforgettable.

**Athletics Club**
Mind your metabolic rate in the Roxy's the fitness room at any point (it's open 24 hours), located in the lower lobby. The Techno gym equipment includes two treadmills, two stationary bikes, two elliptical machines, a set of free weights, and yoga mats.

**Aire Ancient Baths**
Borrowing from the ancient Greek and Roman ceremonies of thermal bathing, Aire is a 16,000 square foot sanctuary on Franklin Street in the heart of Tribeca. Recommended are two-hour appointments that include a 90-minute thermal session. During this, you will enter several pools with an extreme range of temperatures, plus a flotarium, a salt-water pool (with Dead Sea density and underwater music), and the Propeller-Jet Bath the Steam Room. End with a rest on the heated marble stones.
Ask the concierge about The Roxy Hotel's partnership with Aire.

**Pet Friendly**
At the Roxy, those on four legs get first class treatment too. Let the hotel know ahead of time and you'll be set up with organic treats from Bocce's Bakery, bedding, food, water bowls and doggy bags. The Roxy's sister property, Soho Grand Hotel, is only a short walk away and has a dog park open to all The Roxy Hotel guests. Complete with fire hydrant water stations, bespoke benches, and garden design by Rebecca Cole, pups go dog wild for it.

Fancy a companion that's a little less maintenance? Goldfish have been a part of the The Roxy Hotel room experience to welcome guests since the day the property opened in 2000. To make your stay more enjoyable, goldfish can be provided for the duration of your visit on request at no additional charge.

**Roxy Brunch**
In New York, brunch is the most sacred meal of the weekend. At the Roxy, there is plenty of cozy seating, plus a vibrant buffet with healthy and hearty options galore and an option for endless cocktails. Come eat, kick back and enjoy live jazz music throughout the day and complimentary children's film screenings on Sundays. Check the event listings for an updated schedule.
No matter where you are in the world, there’s nothing quite like having a cocktail in a proper hotel bar. The Roxy Bar, an intimate room behind paneled glass, has a long glossy bar top, where the fine art of shaking cocktails is alive and well. A music program features cutting-edge selections and weekly DJs, proficient not just at spinning tunes, but well-timed surprises. For live bands and private parties (boy, have there been some legendary ones), there is an adjacent private lounge. All day and late night menus created by the hotel’s renowned chef go far beyond bar snacks, while your bartender will recommend a glass of wine or cocktail with pleasure.

The Roxy Hotel Lounge is spacious and refreshingly mellow. By day, it’s the perfect location to work or relax with a leisurely breakfast or lunch, and by night, friends come together to enjoy live jazz programmed by Brian Newman (singer, trumpeter and Lady Gaga’s jazz bandleader), as well as to play pool and games. Appetizers and shared plates pair thoughtfully with wine and signature cocktails. For dinner, intimate tables line 6th Avenue and the menu features light, mostly organic appetizers and salads, plus larger entrees like Poached Wild King Salmon with cucumber, mint and shiso or Baked Conchiglie Pasta served with lamb ragu.

It’s always low tide with a spritz of salt air at the Roxy Oyster Bar, an intimate seated raw bar with a musical twist. Come Spring, restaurateur Ray Pirkle and chef Julie Farias invite you to pull up a bar stool, order a Beatrice cocktail and see what’s on ice, among warm lighting provided by vintage seashell sconces and glossy fish-scale walls. The menu is a quintessential mélange of East-coast fare, all delivered daily and sourced from local waters such as Narragansett Bay, NJ and Olde Salts, VA. And like any bivalve joint worth its sea salt, the staff shucks everything to order. For those traveling with a larger crew, dive into a three-tier plateau that promises the freshest of oysters, clams, ceviche, mussels, crab, prawns and lobster, and those who prefer their items cooked should try the Oyster Omelette or Warm Milkbread Rolls. At sunset, enjoy happy hour where we’ll serve up $1 oysters and drink specials accompanied by Roxy’s resident pianist, Michael Garin from Tuesday until Saturday. Come on in – this little slice of Cape Cod below Canal is breezy and boozy with beats to boot.
The Roxy Cinema, taking its name from the esteemed 1920s motion picture palace, is an intimate 118-seat cinema in downtown Manhattan. Featuring an Art Deco-inspired design with craft cocktails and a gourmet concession stand, the theater specializes in first-run independent films, rare archival prints and 35mm cult classics, and runs special cultural programming including film series, director and actor Q&A’s, and artist collaborations. Visitors may enjoy cocktails, dining and entertainment at The Roxy Bar or The Django before or after the movies. Whether it’s a couple dropping in for a casual date, or an enthusiast coming to see a favorite director, the Roxy Cinema is as rich an experience as the movies themselves.

Descend into The Django and you’ll feel like you’ve entered another world. The new subterranean jazz club, with its vaulted ceilings, paint peeling into layers of emerald, sage and persimmon hues, and vintage lighting fixtures, was modeled after the boîtes of Paris. The venue consists of two cocktail bars, open dining space and a stage for live performances. The ne plus ultra: a state-of-the-art Meyer Sound system. The Django offers crafted cocktails and small plates, all partnered with a brilliant entertainment lineup curated by Brian Newman.
Jack Mazzola started with an idea and ended up with a culture. First, he patented his own coffee making technique (a stir brew method that gives a fuller flavor), then worked on a coffee farm in the Dominican Republic for a month, where he still sources his beans. By the time he opened up his first shop on 10th Street in the West Village, (the first organic, fair trade, shade-grown coffee shop in Manhattan) a line spilled out the door. Many first-time customers became regulars, and not just for the solid coffee – there’s just something about Jack’s laid-back, old soul vibe. The Roxy Hotel will be Jack’s seventh location in New York, and will serve classic and new favorites, plus vegan baked goods.

With an East Village location beloved by fashion editors and designers, Joey Silvestera has opened his second Blackstones salon at the Roxy. Drop in for a variety of services that include cut, color, blow-dry, gloss and smoothing treatments by expert stylists and staff. The elegant space evokes a grand Parisian bathroom, and features five service chairs and high tech wash area. The Blackstones team will use and sell Silvestera’s 100% environmentally friendly and formulated unisex hair care collection, Five Wits, which is offered in each guest room in the hotel.

Open Daily
6:30AM - 7PM

JACK'S STIR BREW COFFEE
FAIR TRADE ORGANIC SHADE GROWN

Open
TUES TO THURS 11AM – 8PM
FRIDAY TIL 9PM
SAT & SUN 10AM – 5PM

Tel 212.353.2680
BLACKSTONESNYC.COM
Paul Sevigny, the paradigm of New York nightlife, chose the Roxy to house his latest hit. Paul's Cocktail Lounge, facing 6th Avenue, is an intimate space serving crafted cocktails on polished silver trays. The staff sports Latin Palm Beach-inspired uniforms by Paul’s sister and fashion icon Chloe Sevigny. Hand-painted hibiscus wallpaper, patterned mirrors and marble that meet with splashes of emerald and raspberry, and tropical art by New York painter Josh Smith would make Dorothy Draper proud. A rotating cast of NYC’s renowned DJs and music talents spin, along with international guest appearances. Paul’s is open Wednesday through Saturday from 10pm until late, entry to the lounge is by doorman’s discretion.